We de ne a formal model for a class of recursive-parallel systems with speci c invocation and synchronization primitives. This original model is in nite-state but can still be analyzed successfully using the \well-structured transition systems" approach.
Introduction
RP schemes are a formal model of concurrency that we introduced in 9]. It is a carefully chosen way of allowing Recursivity in Parallel systems (hence the name). In this article, we show how RP schemes can be seen as well-structured transition systems. (Well-structured transition systems, or WSTS's, are a general family of non-necessarily nite transition systems where general decidability results exist 7,1].)
Apart from the original model and the speci c decidability results we present, the interest of this work is that it shows how the WSTS approach can be adapted to new situations. We present two WSTS views that extend (section 6) or modify (section 5) the standard WSTS de nition.
The article is organized as follows: Section 1 presents the programming language features we want to formalize. Sections 2 and 3 present RP schemes, the formal model, and its behavioral semantics. In Section 4 we compare the expressive powers of RP schemes and related models. Then, Section 5 explains how RP schemes can be viewed as well-structured transition systems, yielding the decidability of some reachability problems. Section 6 gives another well-structured view of RP schemes, allowing further decidability results (e.g. termination). We conclude by relating RP schemes and other formal models.
1 A recursive-parallel programming language RP is a (family of) imperative parallel programming languages developed for the parallel machine of the IPI Institute in Iaroslavl. The language assumes a shared global memory. c 1997 Elsevier Science B. V. Fig. 1 contains an example of an RP program where we used abstract action names a; b; c; : : : from some uninterpreted alphabet A instead of the usual basic actions from imperative languages (assignments, : : : ). pcall: or \parallel call". This construct invokes co-routines, \callees", that will run in parallel while execution proceeds concurrently in the caller.
wait: This construct allows one form of synchronization. An invocation of a procedure can only conclude a wait statement when all its callees (and their callees, etc.) are terminated. As long as some of them are still running, the caller waits for their termination. Termination of a given invocation is obtained by the end statement. The use of wait is not mandatory: a caller may well choose to terminate and let its callees run. Observe the asymmetry brought by the fact that callees cannot know whether their caller is terminated.
2 Recursive-parallel program schemes RP programs schemes are better dealt with in a graphic form. A recursiveparallel program scheme (over A) is a nite rooted graph G representing the structure of an RP program. We let RPPS A denote the class of all such graphs. We will only give an informal description of these graphs and let the reader write down the precise formal de nitions (alternatively, s/he may refer to 8, 9] ). Fig. 2 shows, by means of an example, how a scheme is associated, in an obvious way, to the RP program. A scheme has several kind of nodes: rectangular (resp. oval) nodes for basic actions (resp. tests), pentagonal nodes for pcall's, triangular nodes for wait statements, etc. In this paper, we write G = hQ; q 0 ; : : :i to denote that Q is the set of nodes of scheme G, q 0 is the start node, and we do not need names for the remaining components of G. 
Behavioral semantics
We consider a given scheme G = hQ; q 0 ; : : :i 2 RPPS A and de ne a formal notion of behavior under the form of a labeled transition system TS(G). Labels are taken from A ( def = A f g, where is a special name denoting silent, internal computation) and ranged over by ; : : : G may be the scheme G P associated to some RP program P but, more generally, it may be any valid scheme without any textual, linear presentation. Because we do not interpret the basic actions in G, our notion of behavior only partly captures the real behavior of a program P to which the scheme G could be associated. The di erence is that TS(G) does not consider the values of data components of P in its de nition of a state, and TS(G) considers \if : : : then c 1 else c 2 " instructions as non-deterministic \c 1 or c 2 ". These abstractions do not preclude a meaningful analyzing of P by examination of TS(G P ): any safety property (in an enlarged sense where termination is preserved) satis ed by TS(G P ) is also satis ed by the interpreted semantics of P 9, 8] .
De nition 3.1 The set of hierarchical states of a scheme G is the least set M(G) s.t. if q 1 ; : : : ; q n are nodes of G, and 1 ; : : : ; n 2 M(G) are hierarchical states, then the multiset = f(q 1 ; 1 ); : : : ; (q n ; n )g is in M(G). (In particular, ; 2 M(G).)
The intuition is that = f(q 1 ; 1 ); : : : ; (q n ; n )g denotes a state where n concurrent activities are present. One such activity, say (q i ; i ), is the invocation of an RPC co-routine (currently in state/node q i ) with a family i of children invocations. So that a hierarchical state looks like a marking of some Petri net (with tokens in the q; q 0 ; : : : nodes) with an additional tree-like structure between tokens, keeping track of the parent-child relation created by the pcall's, and used by the wait's statements. In the rest of the article, we often omit a few parenthesis when this does not introduce any confusion, and write e.g. q; for f(q; )g. Also, we use the customary multiset notations \ + 0 ", \ 0 ", : : : to denote addition, inclusion, : : : call: If q is a pcall node in G, with successor node q 0 and with invoked node q 00 , then q; ! q 0 ; ( + q 00 ; ;) for all .
wait: If q is a wait node in G, and q 0 is a successor node of q, then q; ; ! q 0 ; ;: paral1: If ! 0 then + 00 ! 0 + 00 for all 00 . paral2: If ! 0 and q is a node of G, then q; ! q; 0 .
Rules for parallelism state that any activity ! 0 can still take place when brothers are present (i.e. in some + 00 ) or when a parent is present (i.e. in some q; ). The wait-rule states how we can only perform a wait statement in state q if the invoked sons are all terminated (and then not present anymore). The other rules state how children invocations are created and kept around.
Our example scheme from Fig. 2 More importantly, it is easy to see whether a state in TS(G) is normed.
Recall that a state is normed, written #, if there exists a terminating behaviour starting from 6]. (NB: This is a \may terminate", quite di erentfrom the \must terminate" usually assumed in termination problems, and considered in Section 6.)
We can decide whether # in two steps. First we reduce normedness of arbitrary states in M(G) to normedness of nodes in G through the following equivalences: ( + 0 ) # i # and 0 #; ; # always, (q; ) # i (q; ;) # and # : Then, writing q # instead of the clumsier (q; ;) #, we can state the following equalities based on the structure of G: q # = true if q is an end node; q # = q 0 # if q 0 is the successor node of some wait or action node q; q # = W fq 0 #; q 0 a successor of some test node qg; q # = q 0 # and q 00 # if q 0 ; q 00 are the successors of a pcall node q: Now, seen as a function from Q into ffalse; trueg, with false true, the \#" predicate is the smallest solution of the previous set of equations, and can be computed by the usual xpoint algorithms. 4 Expressivity RP schemes and their hierarchical states semantics are an in nite-state model of concurrent behavior. Their expressive power is in some way larger than P/T nets because they allow a parent invocation to wait for the termination of its children. On the other hand, they do not allow synchronization between concurrent components.
In this article, we investigate the expressive power of RP schemes by studying the class L(RPPS) of languages generated by RP schemes. Here the language L(G) generated by a given scheme G 2 RPPS A is understood as the set of traces of all executions (completed behaviours) where actions are invisible except when they indicate divergence, i.e. an in nite sequence of 's at the end of a trace. Hence L(G) A A ! A : ! .
Then we have the following expressivity results: (iii) There is no inclusion between L(RPPS) and L(PN), the class of languages generated by labeled P/T nets (Petri Nets).
Proof (Sketch)
(ii) and (iii) are consequences of (i X q 1 = : : : More generally, to allow possible loops between a node q and one of its derivative wait nodes r, we need to introduce new variables X r q accounting for all di erent ways of reaching r (and no other wait node). A de nition for X r q is easy (using the other X r q 0 ). Similarly, we add a simple de nition for a new variable X nw q accounting for all behaviours from q where no wait node is ever reached. Then, writing q 0 for the invoked node from q, and succ(r) for the node following r, we can write the PA de nition for a call node q as X q = X nw q + X r (X r q j X q 0 ):X succ(r) This inductive de nition yields a well-founded partial ordering, with ; as minimum element. The intuition is that 0 when can be obtained by removing nodes in 0 (and grafting the remaining branches appropriately). By Kruskal's Tree Theorem 10], this order is also a well-ordering.
In our model, the embedding ordering is fundamental because transitions in TS(G) are compatible (in some sense) with it: Proposition 5.2 (Downward-compatibility for ) For 
The downward-compatibility property (and some simple e ectiveness properties) allow us to state some decidability results, e.g. of some control-state reachability problems, as a special case of Clearly all S i 's are computable because ! is nitely branching and Post( ) is computable for any . S i S i+1 entails "(S 0 ) "(S 1 ) But the "(S i )'s are upward-closed, so that there is some rank k s.t. "(S k ) ="(S k+1 ) ="(S k+2 ) = : : : (though perhaps S k 6 = S k+1 6 = : : : ). In fact, as soon as "(S k ) ="(S k+1 ) for some k, (1) entails "(S k ) = "(S k 0 ) for all k 0 k. We can e ectively compute such a k: this amounts to detecting when two nite sets have a same upward-closure, which is easy when is decidable. (ii). Because I is upward-closed, Post ( ) I i "(Post ( )) I. This last condition is easy to check once we have S k (assuming I is given through a nite basis).
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(Of course, more elaborate implementations of this decision result are possible.) 8 6 Another well-structured view Proposition 5.2 introduced downward-compatibility while in the literature, upward-compatibility is more commonly used 7,1]. It turns out that RP schemes also enjoy upward-compatibility. For this we need a more sophisticated ordering taking normedness into account:
De nition 6.1 (?-embedding)A hierarchical state = f(q 1 ; 1 ); : : : ; (q n ; n )g is ?-embedded into 0 = f(q 0 
The upward-compatibility property (and some simple e ectiveness properties) allows us to state some other decidability results, e.g. the decidability of the halting problem, as a special case of Theorem 6.3 Given a state , and an upward-closed 1 I M(G), it is decidable whether all computations eventually reach a state not in I. Proof. Indeed, M(G) n f;g, the set of non-terminated states, is an upwardclosed set (w.r.t. ?-embedding) for which a nite basis is easily constructed.
Then we just apply Theorem 6.3.
Theorem 6.3 extends a similar theorem from 1] to our more general upwardcompatibility property. We nevertheless choose to give a complete proof because (1) we nd our presentation clearer (also less concerned with algorithmic improvements), and (2) it explains why we need the speci c requirement, in Proposition 6.2, that 1 ? 0 k for k = 1; : : : ; n ? 1.
We need an auxiliary construction and de ne RT( ), the reachability tree starting from , as a rooted tree with nodes labeled by states. More precisely Nodes are live or dead. The root is a live node labeled by . Any live node labeled by some has sons labeled by the immediate successors (if any) of , i.e. one son for each 0 s.t. ! 0 in TS(G).
A son node n labeled by 0 is live unless we can nd a node n 0 6 = n in the path from the root to node n, labeled with some 0 s.t. 0 ? 0 . Then we say n 0 subsumes n and n is a dead node. Because TS(G) is a nitely branching transition system, RT( ) is a nite tree. This is a classical argument: assume RT( ) is in nite, then it has an in nite path (by Koening's Lemma) and, because ? is a well-ordering, we can nd along this path an earlier node n 0 subsuming a later node n. Thus n must be a dead node, a contradiction. Because RT( ) is nite, it can be computed e ectively. Now the proof of Theorem 6.3 relies on the following lemma, which translates the initial question into an equivalent one that can be easily decided (by niteness of RT( )) when I is given via a nite basis.
Lemma 6.5 All computations (in the transition system) starting from eventually reach a state not in I i all complete paths (in RT( )) eventually reach a (node carrying a) state not in I.
Proof. The \(" direction is easy because each computation has a pre x under the form of a complete path in RT( ). The \)" direction is more involved. Assume, by way of contradiction, that a complete path in RT( ) has only nodes labeled with states in I. This path is some n 0 ; : : : ; n k , labeled by 0 ; : : : ; k . Then we can build a computation ( =) 0 ! 1 ! where all states are greater (w.r.t. ? ) than one of the i 's, and thus belong to I. We build the i 's inductively, starting from 0 = = 0 . Assume we have already built 0 ; : : : ; n . n is greater than some i . There are two cases:
If i < k then there is a step i ! i+1 . By upward-compatibility, there exists a sequence n ! ! m (m > n) with n ; : : : ; m?1 ? i and m ? i+1 .
We use them to lengthen our sequence up to m . If i = k, then i is a leaf n k of RT( ). If it is a live node, then i has no successor, and then i = ; = n , so that we have a complete computation.
If n k is a dead node, then an earlier j subsumes i . And then j ? n , so that we are back to the previous case and can lengthen our sequence. is not nitely branching in general, it is not decidable in general, more importantly, stating that all \computations" in the ! + -sense eventually reach a given set is not equivalent to the property we are interested in.
Related approaches
As far as we know, the RPPS model we introduced is not closely related to other models of concurrency:
Results from Section 4 indicate a close link between the restricted primitives we allow and the PA fragment of process algebra. However, the processalgebraic view has its own bene ts and drawbacks. An advantage of RPPS is that our notion of hierarchical states already abstracts from much of the syntax that is required in PA, and directly gives an eye-opening kind of normal form for states. In this sense, hierarchical states are more reminiscent of markings in Petri nets. Still, the RPPS model cannot be seen as a special kind of high-level nets 12]. In the general PrTr nets, or in coloured nets, the nature of tokens is changed. In RPPS, the \tokens" are not richer. Rather, they are embedded into precise dependency relationships which are carried on through token moves.
Other models allowing recursivity in parallelism exist, using e.g. denotational semantics, : : : . In general, they do not try to control how much expressive power is a orded and balance this with decidability issues. Perhaps term rewriting systems are the most natural formalism in which we can frame our RPPS proposal. Of course, TRS's are much more general (hence have fewer decidable properties) and not particularly aimed at describing concurrent computations.
Conclusion
We proposed a model for a quite new class of concurrent programs. This models is not nite-state but can be turned into a well-structured transitionsystem, so that the decidability of several interesting problems is easy to prove. The model has no clear connection with other structured transitions systems like P/T nets, lossy channel systems, timed automata, : : : , where the wellstructure is quite simple to see. We believe it isolates a carefully chosen set of construct for controlling recursivity in parallel systems.
